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Diffusion – a measure of dynamics,  and entropy – a measure of disorder in the system,   are found to 
be intimately correlated in many systems, and the correlation is often strongly non-linear. We 
explore the origin of this complex dependence by studying diffusion of a point Brownian particle on 
a  model potential energy surface characterized by ruggedness. If we assume that the ruggedness has 
a Gaussian distribution then for this model,  one can obtain the excess entropy exactly for any 
dimension. By using the expression for the mean first passage time (MFPT), we present a statistical 
mechanical derivation of the well-known and well-tested scaling relation proposed by Rosenfeld 
between diffusion and excess entropy. In anticipation that Rosenfeld diffusion-entropy scaling 
(RDES) relation may continue to be valid in higher dimensions (where the mean first passage time 
approach is not available), we carry out an effective medium approximation (EMA)  based analysis 
of the effective transition rate, and hence of the effective diffusion coefficient. We show that the 
EMA expression can be used to derive the RDES scaling relation for any dimension higher than 
unity. However,  RDES is shown to break down in the presence of spatial correlation among the  
energy landscape values. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
          Study of relationship between diffusion (D) of a tagged molecule and the entropy (S) of 
complex systems has a long history.1-7 The first quantitative relation between the two was established 
by Adam and Gibbs in the following famous relation4 
 D(T )= D(T = T0 )exp(C / TSC )   ,    	 	 	 	 	 	                                  (1) 
where !Sc  is the configuration entropy of the system, defined as 
( ) ( ) ( )C VibS T S T S T= −  ,                              	 	 	 	 	 	        (2) 
where SVib is the vibrational entropy of the system and D(T0) is the diffusion coefficient at a higher 
temperature  T0. The derivation of Adam-Gibbs contains certain critical concepts, like “cooperatively 
rearranging region” that has been used repeatedly by the scientist community and the theory seems to 
have survived the test of time, although a quantitative verification has proven to be elusive. But it is 
generally agreed upon that Eq. (1) correctly describes, qualitatively, the strong dependence of 
diffusion on entropy. An interesting relation of Eq. (1) has been given by Xia and Wolynes who 
invoked the idea of nucleation to explain slow relaxation in glassy liquids.5 Another oft quoted 
expression is due to Rosenfeld who proposed the following relation between diffusion constant and 
entropy6-8  
exp( / )ex BD a bS k=  ,                  	 	 	                                   (3) 
where Sex is the excess entropy of the system defined by subtracting the ideal gas entropy from the 
total entropy, and a and b are empirical fitting parameter. kB is Boltzmann’s constant.  
          Although less well-known than the expression of Adam and Gibbs, Eq. (3) has been employed 
fairly often, mostly in the high temperature region. Recently a justification of Rosenfeld’s expression 
has been discussed within a one dimensional model with rough energy landscape where it was shown 
that dependence on ruggedness of entropy and diffusion obeys Rosenfeld scaling with a=1 and b=2 
which are also close to the values obtained by fitting to other systems. However, no quantitative 
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derivation of Rosenfeld scaling is known, to the best of our knowledge. Given the different 
functional forms of Eqs. (1) and (3), it is surprising that both seem to describe entropy dependence of 
diffusion over a common range of temperature. It however seems safe to assume that Rosenfeld form  
holds better at high temperature while Adam-Gibbs is more suitable at lower temperature. It is thus 
an interesting question to inquire a crossover, if any, signifies a change in dynamics of the liquid. 
           In recent times, one often employs a description of collective dynamics of the system that is 
based on a rugged energy landscape.9-20 In the present work we explore the relationship between 
entropy and diffusion in a system characterized by energy landscape that is rugged (or, rough), and 
establish certain definitive relations between the two. 
II.  Review of the relations involved 
A) Zwanzig’s expression 
Several models have been developed to understand the complex dynamics, e.g. the random trap 
model16, the random barrier model17,18, random walk with barriers, continuous time random walk8, 
etc. Theoretical analyses are mostly restricted to asymptotic long-time limits, when the particle 
motion should become diffusive. In an important treatment of the problem, Zwanzig9 considered a 
general rough potential !U(x)  with a smooth background !U0(x)  on which a perturbation !U1(x)  is 
superimposed, so that  U x( ) =U0 x( ) +U1 x( ) .  He showed that the effective diffusion coefficient 
(Deff) on the rough potential can be expressed as 
 
 
Deff =
D0
eβU1
sp
e−βU1
sp
 ,         	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	                       (4) 
where D0 is the bare diffusion coefficient on the smooth potential and 
! sp
 denotes the spatial 
average used to smooth the perturbation. He noted that this expression should also be valid in a 
random potential, where the amplitude of roughness has a Gaussian distribution,  
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 ,       	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	      (5) 
in which δ  is the root-mean-squared roughness,  
δ 2 = U1
2 . Hence, on such Gaussian random 
potential, Zwanzig’s effective diffusion coefficient (Dz) predicts  strong dependence on temperature 
and roughness, 
  
DZ = D0 exp −β
2δ 2( )    .      	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	       (6) 
Despite the novelty of the work and simplicity of the expression, the derivation of the above invokes, 
in the simplification of the double integral that arises in the evaluation of the mean first passage time 
(MFPT), a questionable local averaging of the random energy surface. Zwanzig himself was aware 
of the possible limitation of his approximate approach, and termed his final result as conjectural. 
There are actually multiple unanswered issues in this problem. First and foremost, the existence 
of diffusion itself could be doubtful at large ruggedness. Imagine that the particle encounters a 
situation where it is stuck in a deep minimum (negative energy) with maxima (barriers, positive 
energy) on its two sides. Such a configuration becomes increasingly probable as ruggedness (that is,  
δ  ) increases, and can give rise to long trapping and hence sub-diffusive growth of the mean square 
displacements. In fact, such three-site correlations get partially ignored in the coarse-graining 
mentioned above. We find that exact evaluation of the MFPT (by performing the multiple integrals 
involved) provides result that deviates from the one obtained by Zwanzig by coarse-graining of the 
potential. Second, the mean first passage time approach to estimate the diffusion constant (where 
 τ MFPT  is compared with that of an effective flat potential, thereby implicitly invoking the relation 
 
Deff = L
2 2τ MFPT  where  τ MFPT  is the MFPT between an initial and final position separated by a 
distance L) might not work. Third, and a related issue (already discussed), is the question of 
ergodicity. The long trapping in the deep minima results in a “broken ergodicity” on such random 
potential energy surface, which have strong resemblance with the glass transition scenario. This is 
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where the relationship between diffusion and entropy can have a role to play. Fourth, one needs to 
find an alternative coarse-graining / renormalization approach to describe the “broken ergodicity”.  
B) Rosenfeld Scaling 
This well-known entropy-diffusion scaling relationship  was first proposed by Rosenfeld in 1977 
on the basis of earlier simulation results for the transport coefficients of a wide variety of one-
component systems including those containing hard spheres, soft spheres, or plasma6,7. Using 
macroscopic reduction parameters for the length as  ρ
−1 3   and the thermal velocity as   kBT m( )
1 2
,  
Rosenfeld demonstrated that, in dimensionless units, the self-diffusivity D0 of a bulk fluid is well 
correlated with the excess entropy in terms of an exponential relation 
   
( )
( )
1 3
0 1 2 expR ex
B
D D a bS
k T m
ρ≡ ≈   ,                                                                                (7)  
where  
 
Sex =
S − Sid
NkB
  is the reduced (dimensionless) excess entropy per molecule,  a and b are the 
constants which depend on the system, but b shows weak variation. As discussed often, the validity 
of Rosenfeld’s relation was established essentially by empirical means.  
The purpose of this note is to present two derivations of Rosenfeld scaling. The first one, 
discussed briefly earlier, establishes a relation between entropy and dispersion  of the random energy, 
and connects to Zwanzig’s expression. In the process we note that Zwanzig’s expression neglects, 
through a coarse-graining, any spatial correlation in energy between any two locations in space. The 
second derivation uses the expression for the mean first passage time (MFPT) and uses some results 
from the first derivation to obtain Rosenfeld’s relation. 
III.  Rosenfeld expression as a consequence of a lack of spatial correlations in 
Zwanzig model 
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A d-dimensional random energy landscape with Gaussian distribution and without any spatial 
correlation allows an easy and exact derivation of the partition function, which leads us to the excess 
entropy. In the absence of any spatial correlation, the derivation is the same as a one dimensional 
case and the only parameter that enters the derivation is the number of lattice sites. Here we 
demonstrate a correlation between Zwanzig’s expression for the  effective diffusion coefficient and  
Rosenfeld scaling.  
We start with the partition function (Q) for a single particle (as our particles are non-interacting) 
in the random energy surface characterized statistically by a Gaussian distribution only. In this case, 
we can obtain exact expressions of the Hemholtz free energy (F) and the entropy (S) per particle, as 
follows. 
 ( )
1
2
1
1 2 2
,{ }
exp exp
2
i
i
i L
i U B B
UQ P U N
k T k T
δ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∑     .    	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	     (8) 
where NL is the number of lattice sites. We have considered just one particle.  In the above, we have 
replaced the dual sum over lattice sites and energy levels by noting the equivalence of all the sites 
and carrying out the average over the distribution of energy given by Eq. (5). Now,  the following 
steps are self-explanatory  
 
2
ln ln
2B B L B
F k T Q k T N
k T
δ= − = − −     	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	       (9) 
 
2
2ln 2B L B
dFS k N
dT k T
δ⎛ ⎞= − = −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 .              	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  (10) 
Hence the excess (dimensionless) entropy Sex, for a single particle becomes, 
 
 
Sex =
S − Sid
kB
= − δ
2
2kB
2T 2
 .              	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	            (11) 
Random energy landscape with Gaussian distribution and the corresponding form of the entropy 
were observed in simulation of a model glass former19. If we now combine Zwanzig’s expression 
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[Eq. (6)] for diffusion in one dimensional rough potential  with Eq. (11),   we obtain the Rosenfeld’s 
expression relating diffusion with entropy 
 ( )
2
0 2 2exp expR ex
B
D a bS D
k T
δ⎛ ⎞= − = −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
  .          	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	    (12) 
  The Rosenfeld scaling parameters are given as  a = D0 , b = 2 . While Zwanzig’s expression is 
strictly valid only for one dimensional diffusion, our derivation for the entropy of a rough landscape 
is valid for any dimension, of course only in the absence of any spatial correlation.  
Note also that the following aspects. Rosenfeld’s expression has been well-tested in three 
dimensions and seems to have a general validity6-8,20. It remains to be seen if the 
 
exp −b δ
2
kB
2T 2
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
 
form remains valid in higher dimension, with the parameter b dependent on dimension d.  
 
In the following we present a statistical mechanical derivation of Rosenfeld’s scaling. 
IV.  A statistical dynamical derivation of Rosenfeld’s scaling 
We first present an exact derivation but valid only in one dimension. Subsequently, in sub-section 
IV(B) we present a derivation based on effective medium approximation to the transition rates that is 
valid for arbitrary dimension. 
A) 1 dimension 
We start with the following expression of the effective diffusion coefficient obtained from the mean 
first passage time (MFPT) distribution21,22 
 
!
Deff
D0 =
L2 /2
〈 d0
L
∫ xexp U(x)/(kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ d0x∫ y −U( y)/(kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦〉  .   	 	 	 	 	 	      (13) 
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where boundaries are placed at the origin (x=0) and at x=L.  In the absence of spatial correlation, the 
denominator of Eq. (13) can be expressed as !〈 d0L∫ xexp U(x)/(kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦〉〈 d0x∫ y −U( y)/(kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦〉 . When 
roughness has a Gaussian distribution, spatial integration and ensemble average can be exchanged23, 
! d0L∫ x〈exp U(x)/(kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦〉 d0x∫ y〈 −U( y)/(kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦〉 . In the !L→∞  limit, we can introduce a position 
dependent Hemholtz free energy F(x) as  
 !F(x)= −kBT ln〈 d0x∫ yexp −U( y)/(kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦〉    .     	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  (14)   
The above definition of partition function  and free energy become meaningful when (i) there is no 
bias in the potential U(y) and (ii) x is sufficiently large. We now use the above free energy to rewrite 
the denominator in the expression Eq. (13) of the effective diffusion coefficient as 
  
 
!
Deff
D0 =
L2 /2
d0
L
∫ x〈exp U(x)/(kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦〉exp −F(x)/(kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦   .    	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	      (15) 
As discussed above, when the energy surface is Gaussian, the free energy of the ensemble of 
particles on the random energy surface of length x is obtained as   
 !−F(x)= −kBT ln(x)− 12 δ 2kBT  ,               	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	              (16) 
where !δ 2 = δU2  and !δU =U − U . The corresponding entropy is obtained as, 
 δ=− = −
2B 2B
( ) 1( ) ln( ) 2dF xS x k xdT k T  .    	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	         (17) 
By introducing the reduced excess entropy defined by 
 !Sex(x)= S(x)− Sid(x)kB ,                  	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	           (18) 
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where  !Sid(x)= kB ln(x)  is the entropy of the ensemble of particles on the flat  energy surface, the 
free energy in Eq. (3) can be expressed as    
 !F(x)= −kBT ln(x)+kBTSex  .    	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	         (19) 
In terms of the free energy given by Eq. (19),  Eq. (15) can be rewritten as, 
  
 !
Deff
D0 =
L2 /2
〈 d0
L
∫ xexp U(x)/(kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦〉xexp −Sex( )
 .         	 	 	 	 	 	 	          (20) 
When the ruggedness in the energy surface is Gaussian, we have, 
!〈exp U( y)/(kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦〉 = exp 12 δ 2(kBT)2⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟ = exp(−Sex )  . 
Therefore, Eq. (20) can be transformed into 
 
!
Deff
D0 =
L2 /2
d0
L
∫ xx
exp(2Sex )= exp(2Sex )  .       	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	               (21) 
This is the Rosenfeld relation, again with a=D0 and b=2, as observed in Sec.II. 
B) Derivation valid for arbitrary dimension d 
Diffusion under a rugged landscape in any larger dimension might be different from that in 1 
dimension24. For dimensions higher than one dimension, an exact calculation of the mean first 
passage time is not available, and therefore the approaches used above break down. Here, we derive 
the Rosenfeld scaling by employing the effective medium approximation. The effective medium 
theory is formulated using a lattice model, where transition rates between a pair of neighboring sites 
under rough potential are embedded into the effective medium. The effective transition rate is 
determined by requirering that the averaging the Green function over the different realizations of the 
rough potential embedded in the effective medium should reproduce that in the complete effective 
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medium without embedded rough potential. By denoting the effective transition rate by 
!
Γeff , the 
effective diffusion constant can be obtained using Einstein’s relation as
!
D= Γeff kBT . For the simplest 
case, a single transition rate is assumed to fluctuate by rough potential on two neighboring sites.25  
For the rate expression including the one we studied previously,26 the activation energy for the 
fluctuating transition rate depends on the site energy difference alone. !Γ(ΔUi )  denotes the transition 
from site i with a potential denoted by !Ui  to a nearest neighbor site with a potential denoted by !U j   
and 
!
ΔUi =U j −Ui . The self-consistency condition in the effective medium theory requires symmetric 
transition rates.22 The symmetric rates in view of the detailed balance can be given by22  
 !Γ(sym) = ρ i(eq)Γ(ΔUi )  ,               	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	                (22) 
where !ρ i(eq)  is the equlibrium occupancy probability. The effective rate in the symmetric case can be 
defined using the original unsymmetrized rate 
 
Γeff as < ρ
(eq) > Γeff . These are the same because 
 < ρ
(eq) > =1.  
We consider the case that the ruggedness in the energy surface is Gaussian.  As discussed above, 
the equilibrium occupation probability at site i denoted by !ρ i(eq)  can be expressed as  
!ρi = exp[−Ui /(kBT)]/ exp[−Ui /(kBT)] = exp[−Ui /(kBT)+ Sex ]  ,   	                       (23) 
where the excess entropy is given by Eq. (11). In the effective medium theory, 
!
Γeff  is determined by 
the requirement that the effect of fluctuation on the site occupation probability for return to the 
starting site is zero on average. The self-consistency condition in d-dimension can be expressed 
as22,25 
 ! Γeff −Γ
(sym)(d −1)Γeff +Γ(sym) =0  ,                                                                          (24) 
where d denotes the dimension. The self-consistent condition can be rewritten as 
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 ! 1dΓeff = 1(d −1)Γeff +Γ(sym) .                                                                       (25) 
We further rewrite the above equation as 
 ! 1(d −1) 1− Γ(sym)(d −1)Γeff +Γ(sym)⎛⎝⎜⎜ ⎞⎠⎟⎟ =0  .                                                         (26) 
We further rearrange the above equation to obtain,  
 !1d = 11+(d −1)Γeff /Γ(sym)  .                                                                                    (27) 
The above equation reduces to a trivial equality for d=1 but represents a  very useful relation for !d >1 . This is because the factor !1/[1+(d −1)Γeff /Γ(sym)]   varies between zero and one in a way 
similar to Fermi-Dirac distribution function as we will show below. 
In the absence of potential roughness, we have !ΔUi =0 . In order to see the genuine effect of the 
potential roughness, we introduce a normalized transition rate defined by,  
!Γn(ΔUi )= Γ(ΔUi )/Γ(0)  .                         	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	              (28)   
It is also convenient to define !Geff = Γeff /Γ(0) . !Γ(sym)  satisfies a relation given by
!Γ(sym) /Γeff = Γn(ΔUi )exp[−Ui /(kBT)− Sex ]/Geff . 
With these definitions, the consistency condition can be rewritten as 
!1d = 11+(d −1)exp[ Ui − µ ΔUi( )( )/(kBT)] ,                 	 	 	 	                                 (29) 
where a quantity analogous to chemical potential is given by, 
 !µ ΔUi( ) = −kBT ln (d −1)Geff /Γn(ΔUi )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦+kBTSex  .                 	 	 	 	 	                      (30) 
The quantity inside ⋅⋅⋅  can be approximated as 1 when !Ui  is smaller than !
µ ΔUi( )  and decreases to 
zero as the value increases over that of !
µ ΔUi( )  . We also note 
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 ! 〈!〉 = d−∞∞∫ ΔUi d−∞∞∫ Ui 12πδ 2 exp − (Ui +ΔUi /2)2δ 2 − ΔUi24δ 2⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟!.           	 	 	                (31) 
The average with respect to !Ui   is given by a Gaussian function whose maximum is at !−ΔUi /2 .We 
need different approximation to evaluate the integration with respect to !Ui  depending on the value of 
the maximum given by !−ΔUi /2  and !µ(ΔUi ) . The condition !µ(ΔUi )< −ΔUi /2  can be expressed as  
 !ln Γn(ΔUi )(d −1)Geff⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥ < − ΔUi2kBT − Sex .                  	 	 	                                           (32) 
It is more convenient to re-express the above relation as  
 !Γn(ΔUi )<(d −1)Geff exp − ΔUi2kBT − Sex⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟ .                   	 	 	                               (33) 
If the rate satisfies !Γn(ΔUi )≤ exp − ΔUi2kBT⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟ , the above equation holds for !d ≥2  (at least) when δ  is 
small so that !Geff ~1 . The rates studied previously by us (and simulations performed) satisfy this 
relation.26 When !µ(ΔUi )< −ΔUi /2 , we can employ the saddle point method and the double 
integration reduces to single integration  
!1d = d−∞∞∫ ΔUi 12 πδ 2 exp − ΔUi24δ 2⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟ 11+(d −1)Geff exp −ΔUi /(2kBT)− Sex⎡⎣ ⎤⎦/Γn(−ΔUi /2).    	 	 (34) 
The self-consistency condition expressed by single integration reproduces the results obtained from 
the self-consistency condition expressed by double integration for the rates we have studied 
previously26. When δ  is small we can again employ the saddle point method and obtain 
!1/d~1/[1+(d −1)Geff exp(−Sex )] ,where we have used !Γn(0)=1  using Eq. (28). We finally obtain 
a scaling relation,  
 !Γeff /Γ(0)≈ exp(Sex )= exp − δ 22(kBT)2⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟ .                  	 	 	                         (35) 
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Here, we have assumed that !Γn(−ΔUi /2)  is smoothly varying function around !ΔUi =0 . The rate we 
have studied previously26 can be expressed as!Γn(ΔUi )= exp −(|ΔUi |+ΔUi )(2kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  and 
!exp −ΔUi /(2kBT)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦/Γn(−ΔUi /2)  has a cusp at !ΔUi =0 . As a result, the result of eq. (35) may not 
be fully accurate. Nevertheless, they roughly satisfy Rosenfeld’s scaling relation    
 
 
DR = a exp −bΔSex( ) = D0 exp − 12
δ 2
kB
2T 2
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
 ,                                               (36) 
where the Rosenfeld scaling parameters are given as  a = D0 , b = 1. We have earlier obtained the b=2 
in one dimension,  and here we now find !b=1   for !d ≥2 . The difference reflects the fact that 
Zwanzig’s expression is strictly valid only for one dimensional diffusion. Since our derivation for the 
entropy of a rough energy landscape is valid for any dimension higher than 1, we obtain the 
diffusion-entropy scaling relation but the value of !b  should be corrected to!b=2  to describe 
diffusion under rough potential in !d ≥2 .   
We find no evidence of pathological behavior of diffusion in !d =1  in comparison to that in !d ≥2 , 
although we do find that the change of diffusion in going from !d =1  to !d =2  is larger than that from !d =2  to !d =3  or any other sequential changes. However, that is not unexpected. Thus, the issues 
raised by Newman and Stein24 about pathology in !d =1  remain unanswered.  
V.  Breakdown of  diffusion-entropy scaling due to correlations 
We have shown above that Rosenfeld’s diffusion-entropy scaling is valid not only for one 
dimensional rugged potential energy surface, it also holds fairly rigorously for multi-dimensional 
potential energy surface (d>1). Experiments and computer simulations have shown that the said 
scaling holds well over a range of temperature and density in dense liquids. However, the scaling is 
found to breakdown in glassy liquids where Adam-Gibbs relation takes over. The breakdown may be 
attributed to the neglect of spatial and temporal correlations that the tagged molecule experiences 
when diffusing through the medium. In the present section we present an analysis where we use a 
previously published result to analyse the role of correlations in greater detail.26 
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We start with the one dimensional model and assume that the site energies on the lattice positions 
have Gaussian correlations in position 
 
<UiU j >=δ
2 exp(−(i − j)2 / 2σ 2 )     ,                             	 	 	                       (37) 
where σ  gives a measure of correlation length. In the continuum limit, the above expression reduces 
to 
 <U (0)U (x) >=δ
2 exp(−(a2 x2 / 2σ 2 ))    ,                                     	                          (38) 
where σ is the correlation length and a is the lattice spacing. In this case, one can use the method of 
mean first passage time to obtain the following expression for the effective diffusion constant 
 
Deff (δ ,σ )= D0 exp(−β
2δ 2 ) / 1+ erf (βδ
2
1− exp − a
2
2σ 2( ) )⎡⎣⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥   .                      (39) 
When the correlation length σ  goes to infinity, we get back Zwanzig’s result and Rosenfeld 
diffusion-entropy scaling. In the opposite limit, we get a correction term discussed before. Since we 
know the entropy exactly in this system, the above expression for diffusion on a correlated landscape 
shows the inadequacy of the scaling relation. 
VI.  Conclusion 
Despite considerable efforts over many decades, we do not seem to have any widely accepted 
explanation of proposed relationships between diffusion and entropy. While Adam-Gibbs relation 
has been derived in terms of an impending entropy crisis at glass transition4 or invoking nucleation 
of an entropic droplet model with radius dependent surface tension5, a similar explanation for 
Rosenfeld has not been forthcoming. As already mentioned, there appears to exist a range where 
both the two expressions can correlate diffusion with respective entropy terms. 
In this work, we present a derivation of Rosenfeld’s diffusion-entropy scaling for a one 
dimensional and !d ≥2  rough potential. The derivation seems to be robust. In addition, the present 
study provides a clue to the crossover from Rosenfeld relation to that of Adam-Gibbs in terms of 
ergodicity breaking three site traps that become increasingly frequent at large ruggedness. Below we 
address this issue in more detail. 
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  As already observed in our earlier work, Zwanzig’s expression fails in the limit of large values of 
ruggedness parameter. The error can be traced back to the coarse graining that removes certain 
“pathological” configurations, like one deep minimum flanked by two high barriers, called three site 
trap (TST). Such an arrangement, when coarse grained, reduces to a small barrier that misses the 
significant trapping effect of such a three site trap (TST).  It was shown in Ref. 26, that Zwanzig’s 
expression can be modified to include both the effects of such coarse graining and also effects of 
spatial correlations. 
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